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Épisode de la vie d’un artiste, 
Symphonie fantastique en cinq 

parties



Symphony

from the Greek 

syn (‘together’) 

phōnē (‘sounding’)



First used by the Italian composer and organist 
Giovanni Gabrieli (c.1554/7–1612) 

Sacrae symphoniae (1597)

Haydn(1732–1809) – “Father of the Symphony”

Beethoven (1770–1827) took the form to new heights 
with his Ninth Symphony (1824) 









Berlioz

Born and raised near Grenoble in 1803

Commenced music studies at the age of 12 

Father advised against taking piano lessons

Played guitar, flageolet and flute

Left in 1821 to study medicine in Paris











Origins of Symphonie Fantastique

Fantastique – strange, grotesque, uncanny, 
unearthly; this was ‘romantic’ music

Composed in a “mental boil” from January to 
April 1830

All-consuming passion for an unattainable 
object 







Harriet Smithson (1800-1854)

Berlioz attended a performance of Hamlet in 
1827 at which Smithson played Ophelia 

Became infatuated with Smithson

Spent two years in hopeless pursuit which 
sparked the creation of Symphonie Fantastique

He won; they married in 1833, separated in 
1842 and she died in 1854



Idée fixe

Also known as the beloved (Harriet Smithson) 
theme

Written for an earlier vocal cantata, Herminie, 
in 1828

Appears in each movement in some shape or 
form



A Programmatic Symphony 

Haydn’s “Farewell” (1772), Beethoven’s “Pastoral” 
(1808) 

Berlioz referred to Beethoven as "that awe-inspiring 
giant"

Programme (motivating scenario) was provided to the 
audience at the premiere

It was also printed in the first edition of the score, 
published, after much revision, in 1845



The composer’s intention has been to treat the 

various states in the life of an artist, insofar as they 

have musical quality. Since the instrumental drama 

lacks the assistance of words, an advance explanation 

of its plan is necessary. The following programme 

should thus be considered as the spoken text of an 

opera, serving to introduce the musical movements, 

whose character and expression it motivates. The 

distribution of this programme to the audience, at 

concerts where the symphony is to be performed, is 

indispensable for a complete understanding of the 

dramatic outline of the work.



Un bal (A ball)

Uses actual ballroom music – a waltz 

The idée fixe appears twice here, heard initially on solo flute, 
oboe and clarinet, then finally on solo clarinet, joined by 

second clarinet 

The harp – used in domestic soirées and parties particularly in 
France – makes its first appearance in a symphony 

Form; Intro – A – B (Idée fixe) – A – Coda 

Transition from A to B (Idée fixe) – a nineteenth century 
“dream sequence” (score)



















Un bal (A ball)

The artist finds himself in the most varied 

situations – in the midst of the tumult of a 

party, in the peaceful contemplation of the 

beauties of nature; but everywhere, in the 

town, in the country, the beloved image 

appears before him and disturbs his peace of 

mind.



The orchestra
130 played at the premiere, a record on the Parisian stage

The premiere was conducted by François-Antoine Habaneck 
(1781 – 1849) who beat time with his bow

Dissatisfied, Berlioz learned to conduct himself, becoming one 
of the first virtuoso conductors

He was seen as a crank by some (Mendelssohn)

Published orchestration treatise in 1843, the third of its kind

He was the first non-traditional composer











Some Firsts

First time string players are asked to strike the strings 
with the wood of the bow – col legno (final 

movement)

First time the harp was featured in a symphony

First time valve horn were specified by a composer in 
a symphony



Revolution in France 

1789 (‘Storming of the Bastille’ on July 14th) – 1799

“Reign of Terror” (1793–4) – between 18,000 and 40,000 
were killed, many beheaded at the guillotine

Premiere took place only a few months after Louis-Philippe I 
came to the throne following the deposed King, Charles X, 
who was overthrown in a three-day revolution which broke 

out on July 23rd 1830 . 

Berlioz declared to his sister that the revolution was "made 
for the liberation of the arts"









Marche au Supplice (March to the Scaffold)

Popular in nineteenth century France; was performed as a standalone 
concert piece

Some of the music was taken from an unfinished opera, Les francs-juges

Idée fixe appears on clarinet solo, toward the end, just before the 
guillotine falls

The concluding music, a joyous fanfare, reminds us how popular public 
executions were in revolutionary France – Louis XVI, executed in 1793

Marche au Supplice - Supplice can mean torture of a public sort and 
public or ritual humiliation had been at the centre of French life for 

many decades







Marche au Supplice (March to the Scaffold) 

Convinced that his love is unappreciated [first draft – “…she 

is incapable of understanding it and moreover has become 

unworthy of it”], the artist poisons himself with opium. The 

dose of the narcotic, too weak to kill him, plunges him into a 

sleep accompanied by the most horrible visions. He dreams 

that he has killed his beloved, that he is condemned and led 

to the scaffold, and that he is witnessing his own execution. 

The procession moves forward to the sounds of a march that 

is now sombre and fierce, now brilliant and solemn in which 

the muffled noise of heavy steps gives way without transition 

to the noisiest clamour. At the end of the march the first four 

measures of the idée fixe reappear, like a last thought of love 

interrupted by the fatal blow.


